It should be remarked that a very small minority (about a similar dissociation between visual awareness and 1%) of subthreshold stimuli were responded to during visually guided behavior is present in normal subjects RSE testing. These RTs were considered errors and who show an RSE even when the luminance of one were eliminated from analysis. However, it could be arof a pair of stimuli is below detection threshold. The gued that a similar proportion of those subthreshold observed RSE cannot be attributed to probability sumstimuli that constituted the mixed double stimuli could mation because it violates Miller's race inequality [5] have been detected and could have contributed to the and is likely to be related to neural summation between implicit RSE effect. Converse to this possibility, howsupra-and subthreshold stimuli. Given that a similar ever, is the fact that detected subthresholds stimuli implicit RSE is present in hemispherectomy patients yielded very slow mean RTs, namely, 620 ms for single [3], we hypothesize that the site of this summation and 630 ms for double stimuli. Given that single supramight be the superior colliculus (SC).
One potential problem whenever one is confronted with implicit effects is that threshold (or perimetric) ascan be ruled out.
Once it has been established that a neural coactivasessment and testing of the perceptual effect under investigation might induce different performance stratetion mechanism is a likely possibility to explain our explicit and implicit RSE, an important question arises gies in the subjects. For example, one might be more conservative during threshold (or perimetry) testing than concerning the information-processing level at which coactivation takes place. One possibility is that coactiduring the specific task under investigation [13] . This might produce a spurious implicit effect. This criticism, vation occurs at a center that summates across the intensities of the various stimuli in the display and trighowever, does not apply to the present study, since we used a similar paradigm for both threshold assessment gers a faster response for higher than for lower overall intensities; see [12] for a broadly similar hypothesis to and for RSE testing; see the Experimental Procedures section. It could also be argued that introduction of a explain intersensory facilitation in reaction time. In our Experiment 1, the overall luminous intensity of the dis-"commentary" key such as that used in monkeys by Cowey and Stoerig [14] might have been a more straightplay is higher for double than for single stimuli, and therefore the RSE would be explained by a higher activaforward method to test for implicit effects. This method has its own drawbacks, however, since introducing a tion of the summation center. An alternative possibility is that this center is sensitive to numerosity rather than secondary task is likely to affect the speed of RT in the primary task (RSE paradigm). Thus, in our present to overall luminous intensity. In this case, two stimuli whose luminous intensity is lower than that of a single experiments, simple RT to single or double stimuli would have certainly been slowed by the subsequent requirestimulus would still show an RSE.
To verify these possibilities, we carried out a second ment of deciding whether the stimuli were one or two. This might have changed the likelihood of finding an experiment in which the RSE was tested with double stimuli whose summed luminance was either equal to RSE in the primary task. emerging from these results reinforces the idea that, when visual processing is mainly subserved by a subcortical structure, it remains unconscious. Our present results. First, large redundancy gains have been classically described with multimodal (auditory and visual) experiments indicate that the SC presumably has a lower threshold for the visual activation of its neurons stimuli [12] , and the SC is a center in which neurons respond to multimodal stimuli [15] . Second, a recent than visual cortical areas, and this is an important result that bears on the general problem of the neural correfunctional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [16] study has shown that the RSE might be mediated by the SC lates of conscious experience. A broadly similar question has been posed about the resolution of spatial freunder modulatory influences from the extrastriate cortex. Third, in a previous report, we have provided eventquencies. Visual after-effects that are likely to be subserved by cortical neurons show a lower spatial resrelated potential (ERP) evidence that the neural coactivation underlying the RSE might take place at the level olution than thalamic neurons in the monkey [21] , and this justifies the observation in humans that orientationof extrastriate cortex [17] , an area richly interconnected with the SC. Fourth, other studies [18] [19] [20] , including our selective adaptation and tilt after-effects can be elicited by invisible stimuli [7] . Why should the cortex be less own recent study using a RSE paradigm in conjunction with a stop-signal paradigm [1], have provided evidence sensitive to low luminance than the SC? One possibility tions for each subject was 540. The subject's task was to press the is that the visual cortical system has adapted for opera- Table 1 
